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ALL4PACK Paris 2022:  

Aegg Creative Packaging to Showcase Latest Food and Drink Packaging Ranges 

Aegg Creative Packaging, a UK-based food & drink packaging company supplying packaging into global 

markets, will be exhibiting at stand 5A G 002 on 21-24 November 2022 at Paris Nord Villepinte, France.  

Aegg will showcase its latest food and drinks packaging including spirits bottles, glass drinks bottles and 

food jars, as well as recyclable plastic food pots and bowls.   

Aegg’s new range of 5 spirits bottles are ideal for whisky, gin, vodka and rum, although their versatile 

design appeals to most spirits categories.  The 5 premium flint spirit bottles feature a cork finish and each 

hold 70cl.  The off-the-shelf range can be further tailored for more bespoke designs, such as embossing, 

debossing, frosting, screen printing and colour spraying. 

As well as showcasing their new spirits bottle range, Aegg will also have on display their range of glass 

drinks bottles, suited to both soft drinks and ready-to-drink (RTD) pre-mixed cocktails. The sizes range from 

200ml up to 750ml, with crown or MCA finishes available.  The bottles can be used for single serve right up 

to multi serve, ideal for mixers, tonics, water, soft drinks, ready to drink products as well as carbonated soft 

drinks. 

In addition, Aegg will be displaying its range of premium jars and sauce bottles.  Suited to conserves, 

honey, pickles, sauces and peanut butter, they are ideal for food brands, supermarkets or artisanal food 

producers. 

The plastic packaging at Aegg’s stand includes single-serve or family-sized pots and bowls, perfect for 

seafood starters or desserts.  The range includes recyclable pots, as well as pots made from recycled food-

grade plastic, suited to ambient, chiller, frozen or microwavable foods. 

Aegg’s sales director, Richard Drayson said “We will have a wide array of packaging on our stand from 

drinks bottles to food pots and bowls.  We supply an off-the-shelf range or packaging, although we also 

work with food and drinks partners to create bespoke designed packaging that exactly fits their needs, in 

either recyclable plastic or glass.  We look forward to meeting lots of new contacts at the show.  If you 

would like to arrange a meeting with us, please fill in the contact form on our website aegg.co.uk. See you 

in Paris!!” 

Aegg is a dedicated food and beverage packaging company supplying pots, bowls, jars, and bottles into 

global markets.  Aegg packaging can be found on premium shelves of major supermarkets and on airline 

meals and in foodservice outlets.  All Aegg’s packaging is manufactured at world class accredited 

production sites, in Europe and elsewhere across the globe.  Aegg offers ‘off-the-shelf’ products as well as 

turnkey project management solutions. With its own in-house design team, customers are encouraged to 

work in partnership with Aegg for their more bespoke or creative packaging needs.  Following Aegg’s multi-

million pound investment into its packaging logistics infrastructure, Aegg provides its own in-house 

distribution, transport and warehouse solutions alongside its range of packaging products on offer. 

For more information, go to www.aegg.co.uk 

http://www.aegg.co.uk/
http://www.aegg.co.uk/
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Image 1 below: Aegg’s new glass spirit bottle range:  
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Image 2 below: Aegg’s Yenice spirits bottle from its new spirits bottle range: 
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Image 3 below: A selection of drinks bottles from Aegg’s glass drinks packaging range: 
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Image 4 below: A selection of Aegg’s food jars: 
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Image 5 below: A selection of Aegg’s sauce jars: 
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Image 6 below: Aegg’s rPET tulip pots, made from recycled food-grade PET plastic: 
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Image 7 below: Aegg’s family-sized sharing food bowl: 
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Social Media: Aegg’s social media details are as follows: 

LinkedIn:  @aegg-creative-packaging 

Instagram:  @aeggcreativepackaging 

Twitter:   @AeggPackaging 

https://www.linkedin.com/company/aegg-creative-packaging?trk=company_logo
https://www.instagram.com/aeggcreativepackaging/
https://twitter.com/AeggPackaging

